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CARE & REPAIR
Our new repair kit solves 75% of 
product defects, reducing return, 
transport impact and CO2 emissions.

MADE IN HOLLAND
Since our start we have a strong cooperation 
with sheltered workshops for most of our 
assembly work.

CO2 COMPENSATED
We compensate all our CO2 emissions since 
2009, in close cooperation with Ecochain  
and FairClimateFund.
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Ethically made 
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Designed to last
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↑ Founders René van Geer & Marianne van Sasse van Ysselt 
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FOUNDERS'
LETTER
Dear partners, 

Predicting the future has never been easy, but today it seems 
even harder than before. We understand that business for most 
retailers is unbelievably challenging, but Secrid will remain 
committed to retail and to being a reliable partner to you.

Looking back on last year, we are proud that we published our 
very first public impact report, highlighting our efforts to create 
a positive impact on people and the environment. By sharing 
our progress, we hope to encourage others to do the same. For 
us, it marks an important step towards inspiring everyone to 
join our mission.

In the second half of 2023 we introduced the Coinpocket, our 
convenient design solution for coin storage that fits inside every 
Secrid wallet. The coinpocket appears to fulfil a strong need, 
as many retailers report selling a big share of all Secrid wallets 
including this modular add-on.

The launch of our extended Premium Collection, with the 
metal lever and exclusive leathers, exceeded our expectations. 
We re-imagined our product with the premium customers in 
mind and are glad to see a strong reception in the market. We 
see especially second-time Secrid customers tend to choose 
these premium wallets. In the coming years we will continue to 
extend this collection further.

After Yard, TPU and Mirum, we continue our journey in the 
search of leather alternatives. We are happy to say that with the 
introduction of the Liba Bandwallet, we offer a new and strong 
alternative to leather, with an exceptionally long lifespan.

Last but not least, later this year we will celebrate the 15th 
anniversary of our award winning Cardprotector. We are 
looking forward to celebrating this together with you!

Warm regards,  
Marianne & René   

MIX Paper from 
responsible sources 
FSC C117927

Secrid reserves the right to make 
changes at any time to improve the 
function or quality of its products. 
The colour and material samples are 
indicative.

CA.2024.EN

www.secrid.com | sales@secrid.com

Saturnusstraat 81, 2516 AG  
The Hague, The Netherlands
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From cash to cards

René and Marianne were prepared 
to revolutionise not only the wallet 
industry but they also wanted to 
challenge the  way products are 
made. 

The narrative unfolds with the 
inception of Secrid, spearheaded 
by René van Geer and Marianne 
van Sasse van Ysselt. While the 
company gained substantial mo-
mentum in 2009 with the intro-
duction of the Cardprotector, its 
roots extend more than a decade 
prior. In the 1990s, while manag-
ing their design agency, Spirid, 
René and Marianne observed a 
societal shift from cash to cards 
as electronic payment systems 
emerged.

In 1995, they crafted their first 
minimalist wallet, the Secrid 
Bodycard, which, though ahead 
of its time, reflected the ongoing 
transition to a cashless society. 
The early 2000s saw an accel-
eration of this trend with the 
widespread adoption of smart-
phones. The financial crisis in 
2008 prompted René and Mari-
anne to redirect their focus from 
client work to establishing their 
own brand. Thus, in 2009, Secrid 
was founded, unveiling the orig-
inal Cardprotector. Since then, 
the duo has been committed to 
revolutionizing the wallet indus-
try by challenging conventional 
manufacturing practices.

← This photo was taken in 1986 when 
René and Marianne won Habitats first 
design competition. Since they studied 
together in the early eighties, They have 
combined fashion and product design 
to create pocket-sized essentials.

Fast forward 15 years, Secrid has 
evolved beyond crafting wallets; 
it now embarks on a mission to 
drive the Industrial Evolution. 
This entails creating superior 
products through an improved 
approach, progressing one step 
at a time. Amidst global chal-
lenges, the company embraces 
the responsibility to lead by ex-
ample, showcasing how its op-
erational model contributes to 
a better world for both people 
and the planet. From the outset, 
all Secrid products have been 
manufactured in Europe and as-
sembled at social enterprises in 
the Netherlands. The company 
remains dedicated to mitigating 
the environmental impact of its 
products while enhancing the 
well-being of those involved in 
their creation.

With a network of over 8,500 
selected global retailers show-
casing their products, Secrid 
takes pride in its achievements. 
However, it acknowledges that 
the journey is ongoing. The 
invitation is extended to join  
Secrid on its mission to illustrate 
how the industry can produce 
superior products in a more sus-
tainable and ethical manner.

↑ The first version of the Cardprotector won the Red Dot Design Award in 2010. 
That year we also launched our line of leather wallets. Two years later, we won 
the European Aluminium Award for our Miniwallet.

HOW IT ALL 
STARTED

← Over the course of 15 years we made 
50 revisions, and obtained five patents, 
for our award-winning cardprotector.
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Our mission

It is our mission to shift from the In-
dustrial Revolution to the Industri-
al Evolution, prioritising the ethos 
of 'better, better, better' over 'more, 
more, more.' This shift aims to pro-
gressively lead industry towards 
more sustainable production and 
consumption practices.

To grasp the essence of our mis-
sion and philosophy, it is essen-
tial to delve into the past and 
understand the specific changes 
needed. Only by doing so can we 
propel the Industrial Evolution 
forward and serve as an inspira-
tion for others to follow.

Throughout much of human his-
tory, the production and distribu-
tion of goods were gradual and 
labor-intensive, resulting in costly 
and limited availability of prod-
ucts. Consequently, households 
possessed fewer items, and people 
frequently repaired and reused 
them. However, the Industrial 
Revolution altered this landscape, 
drastically transforming our pres-
ent world. Mass production and 
advanced transportation meth-
ods made the manufacturing and 
distribution of products faster, 
more efficient, affordable, and ac-
cessible to a broader population, 
fostering economic growth and 
elevating living standards. Re-
grettably, these positive develop-
ments were accompanied by sig-
nificant social and environmental 
drawbacks.

↑ Founder René van Geer

Mass production led to poor 
working conditions and the ex-
ploitation of workers, issues that 
persist today. The accelerated  
and cost-effective manufactur-
ing and distribution of products 
also triggered a shift in consump-
tion behaviour. Consequently, 
today's world is entrenched in 
an economy characterised by a 
"take, make, and waste" culture, 
where disposability has made 
repairing items more expensive 
than purchasing new ones. This 
relentless pursuit of increased 
production and consumption 
has contributed substantially to 
environmental problems, such 
as the ongoing climate crisis, bio-
diversity loss, and widespread air 
and land pollution.

The recognition that the Indus-
trial Revolution brought pro-
gress, but at a significant social 
and environmental cost, drives 
our existence. We are committed 
to mitigating these negatives 
and transforming the industry 
by gradually creating a more ro-
bust, equitable, and sustainable 
future. This commitment defines 
what we term the Industrial Evo-
lution, the inevitable successor 
to the Industrial Revolution.

↑ Maarten at our own Care & Repair Point in our 
Secrid Brandstore in Rotterdam, The Netherlands

"
We are committed 
to mitigating these 
negatives and 
transforming the 
industry by gradually 
creating a more 
robust, equitable, and 
sustainable future. 

← Cardprotector profiles that we 
used to reject because of spots or 
streaks are given a new look with 
powder coating. Powder coating 
is the new step forward in our 
pursuit of zero waste production.

↓ René van Geer's father with a 
Cardprotector. The Cardprotector 
continuously improved over the 
years. One of Secrid's ingredients 
that harnesses the power of small 
for even better quality.

THE INDUSTRIAL 
EVOLUTION

Better, better, better.
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MINI Hexagon NEW
MHe-Black

871821528.426.0

MINI Hexagon NEW
MHe-Green

871821528.449.9

MINI Hexagon NEW
MHe-Grey

871821528.428.4

BAND LIBA NEW
BLi-Black-Olive

871821528.462.8

SLIM Hexagon NEW
SHe-Black

871821528.427.7

SLIM Hexagon NEW
SHe-Green

871821528.450.5

SLIM Hexagon NEW
SHe-Grey

871821528.448.2

MINI Zebra NEW
MZe-Light Grey

871821528.463.5

MINI Zebra NEW
MZe-Fuchsia

871821528.464.2

MINI Yard NEW
MYp-Black

871821528.793.3

SLIM Yard NEW
SYp-Black

871821528.794.0

TWIN Matte NEW
TM-Night Blue & Orange

871821528.454.3

MINI Original NEW
M-Black-Brown

871821528.451.2

SLIM Original NEW
S-Black-Brown

871821528.452.9

MINI Vintage NEW
MV-Sage

871821528.457.4

MB RELAUNCH
MB-Pink

871821528.778.0

MINI Matte NEW
MM-Bright Green

871821528.453.6

MINI Matte NEW
MM-Dark Purple Fuchsia

871821528.455.0

C NEW
CLa-Act Today Dark Purple

871821528.928.9

C NEW
CLa-Act Today Orange

871821528.929.6

MB RELAUNCH
MB-Green

871821528.779.7

MB RELAUNCH
MB-Groove

871821528.713.1

TWIN Vintage NEW
TV-Taupe

871821528.456.7

BAND LIBA NEW
BLi-Green-Orange

871821528.461.1

MINI Art NEW
MAr-Almond Blossom

871821528.465.9

MINI Art NEW
MAr-Bouquet

871821528.466.6

BAND TPU NEW
BTP-Black-Ochre

871821528.460.4
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TPU BTP-Black-Ochre (P 96)
YARD MYp-Ochre (P 94)
ORIGINAL M-Black-Brown (P 54)
ORIGINAL M-Orange  (P 55)
CARDPROTECTOR CLa-Act Today Orange (P 43)

option

01

CARDP CP-Ochre (P 41)
LIBA BLi-Green-Orange (P 99)
CARDPROTECTOR CLa-Act Today Orange (P 43)
YARD MYp-Ochre (P 94)
MIRUM® MMi-Black (P 93)

option

02

ZEBRA MZe-Light Grey (P 84)
CRISPLE MC-Fuchsia (P 68)
CARDPROTECTOR CLa-Act Today Dark Purple (P 43)
MATTE MM-Bright Green  (P 57)
ZEBRA MZe-Fuchsia (P 84)

option

03

LIBA BLi-Green-Orange (P 99)
HEXAGON Mhe-Green (P 83)
VINTAGE MV-Olive-Black (P 62)
LIBA BLi-Black-Olive (P 99)
MATTE MM-Green & Lime (P 59)

option

04

HEXAGON Mhe-Black (P 83)
HEXAGON Mhe-Grey (P 83)
HEXAGON Mhe-Green (P 83)
YARD MYp-Pistachio (P 94)
LIBA BLi-Green-Orange (P 99)

option

05
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PREMIUM EMBOSS LINES MEl-Black (P 33)
PREMIUM DUSK SDu-Teal (P 27)
PREMIUM EMBOSS LINES SEl-Cognac (P 33)
PREMIUM EMBOSS LINES SEl-Black (P 33)
PREMIUM DUSK MDu-Teal (P 27)

option

06

PREMIUM EMBOSS DIAMOND SEd-Black (P 35)
PREMIUM EMBOSS LINES MEl-Black (P 33)
PREMIUM DUSK MDu-Bordeaux (P 27)
PREMIUM BASCO MBc-Navy (P 29)
PREMIUM DUSK MDu-Teal (P 27)

option

07

PREMIUM BASCO MBc-Cognac(P 29)
PREMIUM EMBOSS LINES MEl-Cognac (P 33)
PREMIUM EMBOSS LINES SEl-Cognac (P 33)
DUTCH MARTIN MDM-Whiskey  (P 87)
PREMIUM BASCO MBc-Brown (P 29)

option

08

PREMIUM STITCH FLORAL MSt-Floral Black (P 37)
PREMIUM EMBOSS DIAMOND MEd-Black (P 35)
PREMIUM STITCH FLORAL MSt-Floral Olive (P 37)
PREMIUM DUSK TDu-Olive  (P 27)
PREMIUM DUSK TDu-Dark Brown (P 27)

option

09

VINTAGE MV-Olive-Black (P 62)
MATTE MM-Desert (P 59)
VINTAGE MV-Cognac-Silver (P 61)
VINTAGE SV-Taupe  (P 63)
LEO MLe-Beige (P 74)

option

10
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Premium
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ODELS

Secrid wallets are made in Holland, with great care for product, people and our planet. The patented 
mechanism allows you to slide out your cards with one simple motion. The aluminium casing 
protects from bending, breaking and unwanted wireless communication (RFID safe).

OUR MODELS from the Original 
Cardprotector
to the Twinwallet

CARDPROTECTOR

The heart of our collection and our most minimalist wallet. 
The aluminium protects your cards against bending, break-
ing and unwanted wireless communication.

C 4 — 6
protected cards

— —

63 x 102 x 8 mm

CARDSLIDE

A modular wallet consisting of a Cardprotector and a Slide, 
held together by a Moneyband. The Slide provides extra space 
to carry business cards, banknotes or any smaller personal 
items.

CS 4 — 6
protected cards

+2
extra cards more space

68 x 103 x 19 mm

MINIWALLET

Our most iconic wallet and the perfect all-rounder. The Mini-
wallet is compact in size and surprisingly large in storage 
capacity. With a wide variety of styles and colours, it fits every 
pocket. 

M 4 — 6
protected cards

+4
extra cards more space

65 x 102 x 21 mm

TWINWALLET

With two Cardprotectors to hold double the content, the 
Twinwallet carries up to 16 cards, cash and receipts, but 
remains compact in size.

T 8 — 12
protected cards

+4
extra cards more space

70 x 102 x 25 mm

SLIMWALLET

Carry more with an even slimmer profile. The Slimwallet’s 
leather has a wider cut, while retaining a slim silhouette. This 
way it fits easily into a front or breast pocket. 

S 4 — 6
protected cards

+6
extra cards more space

68 x 102 x 16 mm

BANDWALLET

With a band keeping everything tightly in place, the 
Bandwallet is slim and secure. A drop-shaped cut-out makes 
it easy to see and take out cards from the inside pocket.

B 4 — 6
protected cards

+6
extra cards more space

68 x 103 x 19 mm

ADD ON — MONEYBAND

Our smallest solution for 
banknotes, cards and receipts. 
Made of colourful elastic and 
stainless steel, the rubber 
detail on the inside keeps 
everything firmly in place.

joins 2 
cardprotec-

tors

+4
extra cards more space

ADD ON — COINPOCKET

Store coins and other  
small items in your wallet.  
The smooth rotational move-
ment and transparent cover 
allow easy access.

fits in every  
Mini, Slim, Twin  

& Bandwallet
for coins 

and more
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  Evolved in all details
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Evolved  
 in all details
  Meet our new Premium Collection

ITALIAN ARTISANSHIP
Every leather wallet is refined 
by Italian leather artisans. The 
family companies we partner 
with combine the latest research 
with traditional methods. In 
cooperation with these partners 
a bespoke design was created for 
the Emboss Diamond & Emboss 
Lines. The remarkable deep 
colours and a subtle shine on 
our Basco, Floral & Dusk wallets 
are the effect of the vegetable 
tanning process. 

PATINA
Forming a patina is a standard 
part of the natural ageing 
process for premium leather. It 
involves a gradual change in the 
leather’s physical properties. 
Aged leather goods have greater 
depth when it comes to colour 
and texture; they often possess a 
subtle sheen and become increas-
ingly supple.

DIAMOND DETAIL &  
FIRST METAL LEVER
The Premium Collection fea-
tures a diamond pattern at the 
bottom of our Cardprotector. Its 
eye-catching metal lever is made 
from durable stainless steel 
and especially crafted for this 
collection. The next evolutionary 
step for our patented Secrid 
mechanism. The solid metal also 
amplifies the iconic Secrid ‘click’ 
when the lever is operated.

Meet the Premium Collection; the 
iconic Secrid wallet with upgraded 
Cardprotector, evolved in all details. For 
those who want the best, for themselves 
and the planet. For those who want 
the highest standards of design, 
craftsmanship and sustainability. 

MEET THE 
PREMIUM
COLLECTION

CLOSURE BUTTON
We designed a flat closure button 
for our Premium Collection 
emphasising the sleek profile of 
our wallets.

GLOBAL WARRANTY

All our products in the 
Premium Collection come 

with a five-year warranty for 
the end user.

↑ Miniwallet Emboss Lines Black

EVOLVED 
IN ALL 
DETAILS
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VAN DONGEN MET DE 
KROON - NL
Embroidery

Founded in 1780, Dutch 
family-owned business 
Van Dongen has been 
well-known in The 
Netherlands for its 
crafted embroidery for 
almost 250 years, these 
days in a modern way.

Well-known  
crafted 
embroidery 
for almost 250 
years

In close cooperation we 
developed the embroi-
deries for our Floral 
wallets. Beautiful col-
ourful floral art pieces 
on the Italian vegetable 
tanned leather of La 
Bretagna.

VIVOLO - IT
Embossed

Family-owned compa-
ny Vivolo is Italy’s most 
eminent company 
for tailor-designed 
embossing. They take 
leadership in the 
production of semi-fin-
ished leather products 
with a green perspec-
tive and integrate 
the most innovative 
technologies.

Italy’s most 
eminent 
company for 
tailor-designed 
embossing

Partnering with most 
high-end luxury 
brands, they have 
created for Secrid  the 
Emboss Diamond and 
Emboss Lines wallets. 
The tanning process 
is based on natural 
extracts deriving 
exclusively from plant 
sources such as chest-
nut wood, quebracho  
and mimosa.

LA BRETAGNA - IT
Leather tannery

The Secrid Dusk and 
Basco Italian cow leath-
er wallets are tanned 
by Tuscan leather 
artisan La Bretagna, a 
family-owned business 
founded in 1961. They 
are true pioneers in 
the production of veg-
etable-tanned leather. 
The remarkably deep 
colours and subtle 
shine on the wallets 
are the effect of this 
slow vegetable tanning 
process for which they 
exclusively use plant 
extracts from renew-
able sources such as: 
bark, fruits, leaves, and 
wood. One of the main 
characteristics of this 
type of leather is that it 
ages in a beautiful way.

↑ Leather at the Vivolo factory

Timeless  
 craftmanship
   The families we work with...

↑ Giovanni, Paolo and Simone 
Testi, owners of La Bretagna. 

↑ Luciano Vivolo, owner of Vivolo. 

↑ Dirk van Dongen, owner of Van 
Dongen met De Kroon. 

True pioneers in 
the sustainable 
production of 
vegetable-tanned 
leather. 

MEET THE 
FAMILIES
WE WORK 
WITH
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LEATHER CARE

Dusk, Basco &  
Floral Stitch
—   The vegetable-tanned 

Italian leather uses 
natural tannins that 
are extracted from 
vegetable origins 
to ensure that the 
leather ages with 
character.

—   Showing signs of 
usage is part of the 
ageing process, 
which creates a soft 
sheen on the leather 
and deepens the 
colour over time. 

—   If needed wipe with 
a soft, dry cloth.

Emboss Lines & Diamond
—   The combination of 

the custom design, 
quality Spanish 
sheep leather and 
finish ensure the 
embossing will stay 
soft over time. 

—   If needed wipe with 
a soft, dry cloth.

↑ Emboss Lines Cognac swatch
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Dusk & Stitch Floral  
 collection
         Slimwallet Dusk Teal, Miniwallet Dusk Olive, Twinwallet Dusk Bordeaux & Miniwallet Stitch Floral Olive
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MDu-Dark Brown
871821528.989.0

MDu-Teal
871821528.996.8

MDu-Olive
871821528.992.0

MDu-Black
871821528.986.9

MDu-Bordeaux
871821528.994.4

SDu-Dark Brown
871821528.990.6

SDu-Teal
871821528.997.5

SDu-Black
871821528.987.6

TDu-Dark Brown
871821528.991.3

TDu-Olive
871821528.993.7

TDu-Black
871821528.988.3

TDu-Bordeaux
871821528.995.1

MINI

SLIM

TWIN

PREMIUM — DUSK
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 collection
  Twinwallet Dusk Dark Brown

—     Smooth high-quality vegetable-tanned Italian cow leather
—   Produced in Tuscany by family-owned tannery La Bretagna
—    Subtle shine finish
—    Assembled in sheltered workshops

Italian leather tanned with plant-based dyes for a 
timeless design. Deep, rich colours provide a premium 
interpretation of our original wallet.

LEATHER CHARACTERISTICS

CHARACTERISTICS Made in Holland, Italian cow leather, diamond-pattern bottom,  
stainless steel lever (silver & gold), gunmetal & gold coloured button.

Prem
ium

 Leather
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 Basco

MBc-Brown
871821528.438.3

MBc-Cognac
871821528.442.0

MBc-Navy
871821528.440.6

SBc-Cognac
871821528.442.0

SBc-Navy
871821528.441.3

SBc-Brown
871821528.439.0

MINI

SLIM

PREMIUM

Italian leather tanned with plant-based dyes for a timeless 
design. Deep, rich colours provide a premium interpretation of 
our original wallet. The flat gunmetal coloured closure button 
emphasizing the sleek profile of this wallet.

Basco  
 collection
  Miniwallet Basco Cognac

—   Smooth high-quality vegetable-tanned Italian cow leather
—   Produced in Tuscany by family-owned tannery La Bretagna
—    Subtle shine finish
—    Assembled in sheltered workshops

Made in Holland, Italian cow leather, diamond-pattern bottom,  
stainless steel lever (silver), gunmetal coloured button.

LEATHER CHARACTERISTICS

CHARACTERISTICS

Pr
em

ium
 Le

at
he

r  Prem
ium

 Leather
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Emboss Lines  
 collection
              Mini & Slimwallet Emboss Lines Cognac, Slim & Twinwallet Emboss Lines Black & Miniwallet Emboss Lines TealPr

em
ium
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r Prem

ium
 Leather
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MEl-Black
871821528.409.3

MEl-Cognac
871821528.435.2

MEl-Teal
871821528.437.6

SEl-Cognac
871821528.436.9

SEl-Black
871821528.002.6

MINI

SLIM

TEl-Black
871821528.434.5

TWIN

PREMIUM — EMBOSS LINES

33
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Emboss Lines  
 collection
  Miniwallet Emboss Lines CognacPr

em
ium
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r

—    Soft high-quality Spanish sheep leather, refined in Italy 
—   In-house bespoke embossing design
—   Produced in cooperation with Vivolo; Trusted high-end leather partner  

for haute couture houses
—    Assembled in sheltered workshops

A highly distinguished wallet featuring a tailor-designed relief 
inspired by the interior of luxury cars, combined with the highest 
quality of sheepskin leather. The flat closure button emphasizing the 
sleek profile of this wallet. 

Made in Holland, Spanish sheep leather, diamond-pattern bottom,  
stainless steel lever (silver & gold), gunmetal & gold coloured button.

LEATHER CHARACTERISTICS

CHARACTERISTICS

 Prem
ium

 Leather
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MEd-Black
871821528.430.7

SEd-Black
871821528.431.4

TEd-Black
871821528.434.5

MINI

SLIM

TWIN

Leather

A highly distinguished wallet featuring a tailor-designed diamond 
relief combined with the highest quality of sheepskin leather. The 
flat gold coloured closure button emphasizing the sleek profile of 
this wallet. A piece of daily luxury.

—    Soft high-quality Spanish sheep leather, refined in Italy 
—   In-house bespoke embossing design
—   Produced in cooperation with Vivolo; Trusted high-end leather partner  

for haute couture houses
—    Assembled in sheltered workshops

Made in Holland, Italian cow leather, diamond-pattern bottom,  
stainless steel lever (gold), gold coloured button.

LEATHER CHARACTERISTICS

CHARACTERISTICS
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r

Emboss Diamond  
 collection
  Miniwallet, Slimwallet & Twinwallet Emboss Diamond Black

 Prem
ium

 Leather
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 Stitch Floral

PREMIUM — STITCH FLORAL

37
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MSt-Floral Black
871821528.445.1

MSt-Floral Olive
871821528.444.4

MINI

Leather

—    Smooth high-quality vegetable-tanned Italian cow leather
—    Produced in Tuscany by family-owned tannery La Bretagna
—   Subtle shine finish
—    In-house designed eight coloured floral embroidery
—    Assembled in sheltered workshops

Italian leather tanned with plant-based dyes for a timeless design. 
The subtile shine, together with the floral embroidery provide 
a premium interpretation of our original wallet. The flat gold 
coloured closure button emphasizing the sleek profile of this wallet.

Made in Holland, Italian cow leather, diamond-pattern bottom,  
stainless steel lever (gold), gold coloured button.

Stitch Floral 
 collection
  Miniwallet Floral Stitch Olive

PREMIUM LEATHER CHARACTERISTICS

CHARACTERISTICS
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 Leather



CARD-
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CA
RD
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OT

EC
TO

R CARDPROTECTOR

C
C-Navy

871821528.410.9

C
C-Orange

871821528.873.2

C
C-Red

871821528.005.7

C
C-Rose

871821528.411.6

C
C-Sand

871821528.784.1

C
C-Black

871821528.002.6

C
C-Blue

871821528.007.1

C
C-Brown

871821528.009.5

C
C-Dark Purple

871821528.949.4

C
C-Earth Grey

871821528.948.7

C
C-Fuchsia

871821528.947.0

C
C-Gold

871821528.003.3

C
C-Green

871821528.698.1

C
C-Lime

871821528.714.8

C
C-Silver

871821528.001.9

C
C-Titanium

871821528.004.0

Cardprotector C-Rose, C-Navy, C-Sand, CLa-Act Today Dark Purple (p 43), C-Fuchsia, C-Green, CLa-Act Today Orange (p 43)

3938

Al
um

ini
um

Alum
inium

Collection THE ORIGINAL The aluminium Cardprotector is the 
heart of our collection and our most minimalist wal-
let. It has a patented sliding system that gives access to 
the cards you use most with one simple click. The Card-
protector also protects your cards against bending, 
breaking and unwanted wireless reading of RFID and 
NFC cards. The Cardprotector won the Red Dot Design 
Award 2009.

CARDPROTECTOR, THE ORIGINAL SINCE 2009

4-6
RFID / NFC security Protected cards Super quick  access Patented mechanism Anodised strong surface finish



CARDPROTECTOR
POWDER

CA
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DE

R CARDPROTECTOR POW
DER

CARDPROTECTOR 
CP-Pistachio

871821528.910.4

CARDPROTECTOR 
CP-Ochre

871821528.907.4

CARDPROTECTOR 
CP-Sky-blue

871821528.909.8

CARDPROTECTOR 
CP-Fuchsia

871821528.908.1

CARDPROTECTOR 
CP-Desert

871821528.402.4

CARDPROTECTOR 
CP-Black

871821528.401.7

40 41

Collection

Alum
inium

Al
um

ini
um

COLOUR
Ochre

SWATCH
Zoom on material 

and represent another step closer to a 
zero-waste supply chain. A year of re-
search has resulted in a powder-coating 
technique. These functionally excellent 
Cardprotectors are covered with a new 
layer of powder coating.

A NEW STEP TOWARDS A
ZERO-WASTE SUPPLY CHAIN
We are constantly looking for solutions with 
regard to aluminium Cardprotectors with tiny 
superficial flaws, which are not up to our quality 
standards. The texture and coloured mechanism 
make the Cardprotector Powder a true eye-catcher, 



4342

C NEW C NEW
CLa-Act Today 
Dark Purple

CLa-Act Today 
Orange

871821528.928.9 871821528.929.6

NEW
 ACT TODAY

43

Alum
inium

Al
um

ini
um

Cardprotector C-Fuchsia, C-Lime, CLa-Act Today Orange, C-Gold, C-Sand, CLa-Act Today Dark Purple

AC
T 
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Y 
NE

W

ACT TODAY
The aluminum Cardprotector stands at the core of 
our collection, representing our most minimalist 
wallet. The in house crafted engraving, 'Act Today', 
serves as a daily call to action for individuals to 
follow their beliefs. For us, it is as a continual remind-
er to work towards a better world, underlines our 
commitment to superior products over more. 

Collection

MATERIAL CHARACTERISTICS
— Anodised strong surface finish
— Patented mechanism of the highest quality
— Made in the Netherlands 
— Assembled in sheltered workshops

CARD-
PROTECTOR
LASER
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CA
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SL
ID

E CARDSLIDE

CARDSLIDE CARDSLIDE
CS-Black CS-Charcoal

871821528.520.5 871821528.942.5

CARDSLIDE CARDSLIDE
CS-Monochrome CS-Desert

871821528.716.2 871821528.943.2

Cardslide CS-Desert, CS-Charcoal

45

Polycarbonate, alum
inium

 and elasticPo
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EXTEND YOUR POSSIBILITIES 
The Cardslide consists of a Cardprotector 
and a Slide, held together by a Mon-
eyband. The Slide provides extra space 
for business cards, banknotes and any 
smaller personal items such as a photo, 

Collection

SD card or key. Made of high quality poly-
carbonate, as used in bulletproof glass, 
with slimline touches of stainless steel, 
it provides optimal protection for your 
belongings.

MATERIAL CHARACTERISTICS
— Anodised strong surface finish
— Patented mechanism of the highest quality
— Made in the Netherlands 
— Assembled in sheltered workshops

CARDSLIDE
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ONEYBAND

MB
MB-Central Park

871821528.687.5

MB
MB-Charcoal

871821528.944.9

MB RELAUNCH
MB-Green

871821528.779.7

MB
MB-Construction

871821528.572.4

MB RELAUNCH
MB-Groove

871821528.713.1

MB RELAUNCH
MB-Pink

871821528.778.0

MB
MB-Rainbow

871821528.911.1

MB
MB-Tire

871821528.566.3

MB
MB-Zebra

871821528.614.1

MONEYBAND

Cardprotector CP-Ochre + Moneyband MB-Groove, Cardprotector CP-Black + Moneyband MB-Green, Cardprotector CP-Desert + Moneyband MB-Pink

4746

Elastic and stainless steelEla
st

ic 
an

d 
st

ain
le

ss
 st

ee
l THE SMALLEST SOLUTION FOR BANKNOTES AND RECEIPTS

The Moneyband is designed for holding banknotes and 
receipts. Made of colourful elastic and stainless steel, the 
rubber detail on the inside keeps everything firmly in place. 
Alternatively, the Moneyband can join two Cardprotectors 
together, with extra space for some notes or business cards in 
between. 

Collection

COLOUR
Green

SWATCH
Zoom on material 
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Miniwallet MC-Ochre, Coinpocket ACO-Transparent

Miniwallet MV-Sage, Coinpocket ACO-Transparent

Mini Slim Twin Band

CO
IN

PO
CK

ET
COINPOCKET

49
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Polypropylene

Collection

COINPOCKET
A VALUABLE ENHANCEMENT
As passionate pocketwear designers, we 
understand the importance of addressing our 
customers’ needs and desires. That's why we 
listened closely to our customers and retailers, 
who yearned for a slim and modular way to carry 
coins and other small items in their Secrid wallet. 

The result is the Coinpocket, a separately 
available add-on that seamlessly integrates 
with all our wallets, old and new, enhancing 
their functionality and ensuring your coins 
are always within reach. 

FITS IN EVERY SECRID WALLET

Coins
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Slimwallet SM-Black, Coinpocket ACO-Transparent

COINPOCKET
ACO-Transparent (x10)

871821528.412.3

COINPOCKETCO
IN

PO
CK

ET

51
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Polypropylene

COIN
POCKET
PRODUCT DESIGN & 
DEVELOPMENT
The development journey of our 
Coinpocket started a year and a 
half ago, driven by our customers’ 
invaluable feedback and the input 
of our trusted retailers. Through-
out this process, we meticulously 
worked through four initial con-
cepts, crafted over 30 variations, 
and conducted four extensive user 
tests.

What makes the Coinpocket tru-
ly unique is its origami-inspired, 
folding technique. This design not 
only safeguards the slim form of 
our award-winning wallets, but 
also enables maximum storage 
space for coins and any other small 
essentials. The material of the 
Coinpocket prevents any unwant-
ed imprints from coins on the wal-
let’s outer skin, all while designing 
a smooth and enjoyable move-
ment, reminiscent of our beloved 
Cardprotector. Furthermore, the 
transparent construction of the 
Coinpocket allows you to effort-
lessly see its contents at a glance.

QUALITY STANDARD & 
STRESS TESTS
Our dedicated team made sure 
that the Coinpocket met and 
exceeded our expectations. We 
subjected it to rigorous durabili-
ty and material tests, simulating 
real-life usage scenarios. The Coin-
pocket has been "tumble tested" 
alongside rough materials like 
coins to guarantee its structural 

integrity. Its movement mecha-
nism has withstood a staggering 
18.000 cycles, equivalent to using 
it five times a day for ten years. Ad-
ditionally, the Coinpocket's fabric 
pull-tab has endured 25.600 fric-
tion cycles and can withstand up 
to 200 Newtons (approximately 20 
kilograms) of pulling power. We 
have even made sure it remains 
resilient in extreme temperatures, 
withstanding heat up to 80ºC and 
cold down to -15ºC.

“
We have designed based 
on market demand and 
have repeatedly validated 
and analyzed the design 
with users and retailers. 
This has resulted in a de-
sign that meets the needs 
of our consumer.” 
– Jerusha (product designer)

MATERIAL & SUSTAINABILITY
When it comes to materials, we 
have chosen polypropylene (PP) 
for the Coinpocket, the same ma-
terial used in our existing Mon-
eyflap. We value stability and 
strength, and we’ve seen over the 
years that even at a thickness of 
just 0.3mm, the PP-film is a very 
durable and reliable material. 
We are conscious of our environ-
mental impact, and that's why we 
opted for a recyclable material. 
By utilizing a material already in 
our supply chain, we maintain 
our high standard of quality while 
minimizing our ecological foot-
print.

At Secrid, our design and develop-
ment vision extends beyond the 

product itself; it encompasses the 
entire experience. We take a ho-
listic approach, considering sus-
tainability, packaging, shipping, 
and even the assembly process. 
For the Coinpocket packaging, we 
have deliberately chosen a mini-
malist design and 100% recycled 
agricultural waste for the paper, 
reducing CO2 emissions due to the 
smaller overall size of the package 
and recyclable material.
We take immense pride in hav-
ing designed an add-on solution 
seamlessly compatible with every 
Secrid wallet, whether existing or 
new. Our commitment to prior-
itizing better over more is evident 
in the design of the coinpocket. It 
serves as a testament to our phi-
losophy of improving existing 
designs rather than compelling 
individuals to purchase an entire-
ly new wallet for a coin and small 
item solution.

Having sold over 50,000 units 
since its introduction, we are con-
fident that our creation offers the 
ideal solution for those seeking 
this functionality. Numerous re-
tailers have attested that the Coin-
pocket has the potential to boost 
sales. In the past, customers who 
favoured the Secrid wallet often 
acquired additional wallets due 
to the absence of a coin solution, 
making the Coinpocket a valuable 
enhancement.

←  The Coinpocket has been "tumble 
tested" alongside rough materials 
like coins to guarantee its structural 
integrity. Its movement mechanism has 
withstood a staggering 18.000 cycles, 
equivalent to using it five times a day for 
ten years.

← A batch of the inside of the 
Coinpocket.

ADD-ON
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MINI
M-Black

871821528.100.9

MINI
M-Dark Brown

871821528.102.3

MINI
M-Green

871821528.670.7

MINI
M-Grey

871821528.956.2

MINI
M-Navy

871821528.742.1

MINI
M-Orange

871821528.415.4

MINI
M-Red-Red

871821528.587.8

MINI
M-Ice blue

871821528.413.0

MINI NEW
M-Black-Brown

871821528.451.2

SLIM
SO-Dark Brown

871821528.946.3

SLIM
SO-Green

871821528.671.4

SLIM
SO-Grey

871821528.957.9

SLIM
SO-Navy

871821528.743.8

SLIM
SO-Ice blue

871821528.414.7

SLIM NEW
SO-Black-Brown

871821528.452.9

TWIN
TO -Black

871821528.200.6

TWIN
TO-Green

871821528.737.7

TWIN
TO-Red-Red

871821528.600.4

SLIM
S-Black

871821528.300.3

5554

Le
at

he
r Leather

SWATCH
Zoom on leather 

Collection

COLOUR
Ice Blue

LEATHER CHARACTERISTICS
—  Smooth semi-aniline finish
—  European cow leather
—  Tanned in Italy and finished in the Netherlands
—  Cut and stitched in the Netherlands
— Assembled in sheltered workshops

OUR TIMELESS CLASSIC
Whether you’re wearing a suit or worn jeans, this 
smooth leather with its naturally glossy finish fits 
every style. It’s no surprise that this leather is a 
lasting favourite.
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NEW
 M
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Miniwallet MM-Bright Green

MINI NEW
MM-Bright Green

871821528.453.6

M
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r Leather

IRRESISTIBLE SOFTNESS
Its soft and smooth surface makes Matte 
both distinctively colourful and discreetly 
stylish. A rugged leather type that can 
withstand everyday hustle and bustle.

LEATHER CHARACTERISTICS
—  Soft matte finish
—  Easy to maintain and clean 
—  European cow leather 
—  Tanned in Italy and finished in the 

Netherlands
—  Cut and stitched in the Netherlands
— Assembled in sheltered workshops

Collection

MATTE



MATTE

M
ATTE

MINI
MM-Black

871821528.632.5

MINI
MM-Black & Blue

871821528.952.4

MINI
MM-Black & Fuchsia

871821528.419.2

MINI
MM-Black & Red

871821528.737.7

MINI NEW
MM-Bright Green

871821528.453.6

MINI
MM-Dark Purple

871821528.420.8

MINI NEW
MM-Dark-Purple-Fuchsia

871821528.455.0

MINI
MM-Desert

871821528.955.5

MINI
MM-Green & Lime

871821529.950.0

MINI
MM-Green-Black

871821528.584.7

MINI
MM-Night Blue

871821528.729.2

MINI
MM-Night Blue & Orange

871821528.900.5

MINI
MM-Truffle

871821528.421.5

MINI
MM-Rose

871821530.954.8

SLIM
SM-Black

871821528.642.4

SLIM
SM-Black & Blue

871821528.953.1

SLIM
SM-Black & Red

871821528.725.4

SLIM
SM-Green & Lime

871821528.951.7

SLIM
SM-Green-Black

871821528.623.3

SLIM
SM-Night Blue & Orange

871821528.901.2

SLIM
SM-Truffle

871821528.422.2

TWIN
TM-Black

871821528.728.5

TWIN NEW
TM-Night Blue & Orange

871821528.454.3

M
AT

TE

6058

Le
at
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r Leather

COLOUR
Bright Green

LEATHER CHARACTERISTICS
—  Soft matte finish
—  Easy to maintain and clean 
—  European cow leather 
—  Tanned in Italy and finished in the Netherlands
—  Cut and stitched in the Netherlands
— Assembled in sheltered workshops

SWATCH
Zoom on leather 

Collection IRRESISTIBLE SOFTNESS
Its soft and smooth surface makes Matte both 
distinctively colourful and discreetly stylish. A 
rugged leather type that can withstand everyday 
hustle and bustle.

“
Matte has a soft, smooth surface 
which makes it distinctively 
colourful yet discreetly stylish.



VINTAGE

VINTAGE

MINI
MV-Black

871821528.202.0

MINI
MV-Blue

871821528.653.0

MINI
MV-Brown

871821528.182.5

MINI
MV-Chocolate

871821528.126.9

MINI
MV-Cognac-Silver

871821528.805.3

MINI
MV-Grey Black

871821528.593.9

MINI
MV-Mauve

871821528.416.1

MINI
MV-Ochre

871821528.737.7

MINI
MV-Olive-Black

871821528.594.6

MINI NEW
MV-Sage

871821528.457.4

MINI
MV-Taupe

871821528.417.8

SLIM
SV-Black

871821528.398.0

SLIM
SV-Blue

871821528.399.7

SLIM
SV-Chocolate

871821528.307.2

SLIM
SV-Olive-Black

871821528.734.6

SLIM
SM-Green-Black

871821528.623.3

TWIN
TV-Black

871821528.298.3

SLIM
SV-Brown

871821528.382.9

SLIM
SV-Cognac-Silver

871821528.806.0

SLIM
SV-Grey Black

871821528.599.1

SLIM
SV-Ochre

871821528.738.4

SLIM
SM-Green-Black

871821528.623.3

SLIM
SV-Taupe

871821528.418.5

TWIN
TV-Chocolate

871821528.218.1

TWIN
TV-Cognac-Silver

871821528.803.9

TWIN NEW
TV-Taupe

871821528.456.7

VI
NT

AG
E
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r

Mini MV-Sage, Slim SV-Olive-Black, Mini, MV-Mauve, Slim SV-Taupe, Twin TV-Chocolate

61 63

Leather

COLOUR
Mauve

LEATHER CHARACTERISTICS
—  Aniline dyed, finished with wax
—  Becomes more personal with use
—  European cow leather 
—  Tanned in Italy and finished in the Netherlands
—  Cut and stitched in the Netherlands
— Assembled in sheltered workshops

SWATCH
Zoom on leather 

Collection FULL OF CHARACTER
Our Vintage leather has a carefully abraded surface 
and a wax finish that gives a stonewashed look. The 
wax makes it more sensitive to scratches, making 
this lively leather more personal over time.

“
Our Vintage leather has a 
carefully abraded surface 
and a wax finish that 
gives a stonewashed look.



6564

NEW
  VINTAGE 

Miniwallet MV-Sage

MINI NEW
MV-Sage

871821528.457.4

6564
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r Leather
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FULL OF CHARACTER
Our Vintage leather has a carefully abraded 
surface and a wax finish that gives a stone-
washed look. The wax makes it more sensi-
tive to scratches, making this lively leather 
more personal over time.

LEATHER CHARACTERISTICS
—  Aniline dyed, finished with wax
—  Becomes more personal with use
—  European cow leather 
—  Tanned in Italy and finished in the 

Netherlands
—  Cut and stitched in the Netherlands
— Assembled in sheltered workshops

Collection

VINTAGE



CARBON

SLIM
SCa-Cool Grey

871821528.938.8

MINI
MCa-Cool Grey

871821528.937.1

TWIN
TCa-Cool Grey

871821528.939.5

SLIM
SCa-Black

871821528.936.4

MINI
MCa-Black

871821528.935.7

SLIM
SCa-Khaki

871821528.959.3

MINI
MCa-Khaki

871821531.958.6

CA
RB

ON
CARBON

6766

Le
at
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r Leather

SWATCH
Zoom on leather 

Collection

COLOUR
Cool Grey

LEATHER CHARACTERISTICS
—  Carbon fibre weave pattern
—  European cow leather 
—  Material sourced in Germany and  

finished in the Netherlands
— Assembled in sheltered workshops

WEAVE PATTERN
The weave pattern of carbon fibres inspired this 
treatment of the leather surface. Carbon is made 
in Germany from European cow leather.



CRISPLE

MINI
MC-Black

871821528.108.5

MINI
MC-Cobalt

871821533.966.1

MINI
MC-Pumpkin

871821532.962.3

MINI
MC-Fuchsia

871821528.963.0

TWIN
TC-Purple

871821528.961.6

SLIM
SC-Black

871821528.548.9

MINI
MC-Lipstick

871821528.965.4

TWIN
TC-Black

871821528.549.6

MINI
MC-Ochre

871821528.964.7

MINI
MC-Purple

871821528.960.9

CR
IS

PL
E CRISPLE

6968

Le
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r Leather

SWATCH
Zoom on leather 

Collection

COLOUR
Ochre

LEATHER CHARACTERISTICS
—  Deeply coloured, stain-resistant
—  Fine Saffiano embossing
—  European cow leather
—  Tanned and finished in the Netherlands 
—  Cut and stitched in the Netherlands
— Assembled in sheltered workshops

UPBEAT AND REFINED
Inspired by high-end fashion houses, Crisple is 
embossed with a fine Saffiano print. This leather 
is resistant to staining and scratching, ensuring a 
long-lasting feeling of luxury.
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MINI SLIM
MCu-Black-Red SCu-Black-Red

871821528.975.3 871821528.886.2

MINI SLIM
MCu-Black-Titanium SCu-Black-Titanium

871821528.976.0 871821528.977.7

CUBICCU
BI

C

71
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r Leather

GEOMETRIC MICRO-PATTERN
Light and shadow repeat after each other 
in this endless cubic pattern. The Italian 
geometrically embossed leather feels soft 
to the touch and is a sight to behold.

LEATHER CHARACTERISTICS
— Cubical embossing
— European cow leather
— Material sourced in Italy
—  Cut and stitched in the Netherlands
— Assembled in sheltered workshops

Collection

CUBIC



MINI
MOp-Black-Titanium

871821528.826.8

SLIM
SOp-Black-Titanium

871821528.827.5

TWIN
TOp-Titanium-Blue

871821528.868.8

MINI
MOp-Brown-Orange

871821528.971.5

OPTICAL

Cardprotector C-Titanium, C-Blue, Slimwallet SOp-Black-Titanium, Miniwallet MOp-Black-Titanium & Twinwallet TOp-Titanium-Blue

OP
TI

CA
L OPTICAL

7372
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r Leather

Collection

LEATHER CHARACTERISTICS
—  Hexagon pattern 
—  European cow leather 
—  Material sourced in Germany 

& finished in the Netherlands
—  Assembled in sheltered 

workshops

REVEALING HIGHLIGHTS
Unique textures thanks 
to a specialised enriching 
process. Each of these 
wallets has a special finish 
that makes them stand 
out.

COLOUR
Black Titanium

SWATCH
Zoom on leather 
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LEO

MINI TWIN MINI
MLe-Beige TLe-Beige MLe-Brown

871821528.423.9 871821528.424.6 871821528.425.3

75

LE
O
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r Leather

DELICATE AND DETAILED
Inspired by the eye-catching leopard 
rosettes. The delicate flock print on the 
new Leo wallet’s leather creates depth 
and a unique pattern. This softer leather 
variety stretches and expands more over 
time. Assembled and stitched in the 
Netherlands.

Collection

LEATHER CHARACTERISTICS
— Flock print finish
— Softer and more expandable
— Italian cow leather
— Cut and stitched in the Netherlands
— Assembled in sheltered workshops

“
The delicate flock print 
on the Leo wallet’s  
leather creates depth  
and a unique pattern.

LEO
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MINI
MMe-Bronze

871821528.619.6

MINI
MMe-Lila

871821528.968.5

MINI
MMe-Rose

871821528.551.9

TWIN
TMe-Rose

871821528.804.6

METALLIC

Miniwallet MMe-Bronze

M
ETALLIC

77
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Collection

LEATHER CHARACTERISTICS
—  Finished with metallic foil
—  European calfskin
—  Tanned and finished in NL
—  Cut and stitched in NL
—  Assembled in sheltered 

workshops

ELEGANT AND EDGY
This trendy leather has 
a unique foil finish that 
creates a shade of intense 
luminosity. The additional 
protective layer provides a 
smooth surface.

COLOUR
Bronze

SWATCH
Zoom on leather 
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MINI SLIM
MPf-Black-Red SPf-Black-Red

871821528.981.4 871821537.982.1

PERFORATED

7978

LeatherLe
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PERFORATED
SOPHISTICATED INNOVATION
Inspired by automotive interiors. The 
traditional brogueing technique provides 
grip and tactility while the material and 
design make it modern looking. Patterns 
are designed on the outline of the wallet. 
Each perforation is drilled one by one with 
a high-tech machine. 

Collection

LEATHER CHARACTERISTICS
—  Traditional brogueing meets innovation 
— European cow leather 
—   Tanned and finished in the Netherlands
—  Cut, perforated and stitched in the Netherlands 
—  Assembled in sheltered workshops
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MINI
MSt-Linea Orange

871821528.799.5

Slimwallet SSt-Linea Orange

SLIM
SSt-Linea Orange

871821528.800.8
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YOUTHFUL RESILIENCE 
Our Matte-based Stitch Linea wallets 
combine the sophistication of our classic 
Stitch wallets with the rugged resilience of 
our Matte wallets. The contrasting colours 
provide a youthful look designed to last a 
long time.

LEATHER CHARACTERISTICS
—  Soft matte finish
—  Contrasting stitching
—  European cow leather
—  Tanned and finished in NL
—  Cut and stitched in NL
—  Assembled in sheltered workshops

Collection

STITCH MATTE
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MINI NEW
MHe-Grey

871821528.428.4

MINI NEW
MHe-Black

871821528.426.0

MINI NEW
MHe-Green

871821528.449.9

SLIM NEW
SHe-Grey

871821528.448.2

SLIM NEW
SHe-Black

871821528.427.7

SLIM NEW
SHe-Green

871821528.450.5

NEW
 HEXAGON

83
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A SYMBOL OF HARMONY 
Our Hexagon collection stands out 
due to its geometrical 3D effect pattern 
design. The effect is created with a 
combination of techniques; colouring, 
embossing and sanded surface and 
has a soft touch. Together with a 
beautiful patina effect, which will 
appear overtime, these wallets will 
have an individual look.

LEATHER CHARACTERISTICS
— 3D hexagon embossing
—  Different shades of colours through 

sanding
— European cow leather
— Tanned and finished in NL
— Cut and stitched in NL
— Assembled in sheltered workshops

Collection

HEXAGON
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MINI NEW MINI NEW
MZe-Fuchsia MZe-Light Grey

871821528.464.2 871821528.463.5

NEW
 ZEBRA

85
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“
Soft leather enriched 
by a zebra-inspired 
flock print for a lush, 
velvety touch.

SHOW YOUR STRIPES 
The Zebra collection, available in two color 
schemes, features a gentle flock print of 
stripes. Utilizing a special technique, we craft 
a distinct Zebra pattern that adds depth to the 
design. This particular type of supple leather 
tends to stretch and expand more within time, 
offering a unique and evolving character.

Collection

LEATHER CHARACTERISTICS
— Flock print finish
— Softer and more expandable
— Italian cow leather
— Cut and stitched in the Netherlands
— Assembled in sheltered workshops

ZEBRA
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MINI SLIM TWIN
MDM- 
Whiskey

SDM- 
Whiskey

TDM- 
Whiskey

871821528.426.0 871821528.427.7 871821528.428.4

DUTCH M
ARTIN

Martin Antheunisse in his workshop

87
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LEATHER CHARACTERISTICS
— Finished with wax and oil
— Natural glossy finish
— European cow leather
— Tanned in Italy, finished in the Netherlands
— Cut and stitched in the Netherlands
—  Assembled in sheltered workshops

HOMEGROWN CRAFTSMANSHIP
Martin Antheunisse is a Dutch craftsman 
who specialises in leather finishing. 
With over 30 years of experience he has 
developed a new type of leather for Secrid: 
Dutch Martin. Leather with a characteristic 
appearance and feel, developed and 
produced exclusively in the Netherlands. 
The coating is transparent and natural due 
to the use of wax, oil and grease. The hard 
carnauba wax makes the leather scratch-
resistant and water-repellent. This gives it a 
natural gloss that deepens over time.

Collection

DUTCH 
MARTIN
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MVg-Black-Black

871821528.814.5

MINI
MVg-Caramello-Sand

871821528.816.9

MINI
MVg-Espresso-Brown

871821528.812.1

SLIM
SVg-Black-Black

871821528.815.2

SLIM
SVg-Caramello-Sand

871821528.817.6

SLIM
SVg-Espresso-Brown

871821528.813.8

VEGETABLE
TANNED
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VEGETABLE TANNED
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Collection SWATCH
Zoom on leather 

COLOUR
Espresso Brown

LEATHER CHARACTERISTICS
— Vegetable-tanned
— European cow leather
—  Tanned in Italy
—  Cut and stitched in the Netherlands
—  Assembled in sheltered workshops

NATURAL BEAUTY
La Bretagna is one of only a few tanneries left in 
Tuscany that employ the traditional technique 
of vegetable tanning at a high level. They process 
the hides using leaves, bark and even fruit instead 
of chemicals. It produces beautiful leather that 
becomes richer through use.
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ART

MINI
MAr-Night Watch

871821528.916.6

MINI
MAr-Pearl Earring

871821528.918.0

MINI
MAr-Goldfinch

871821528.919.7

MINI
MAr-Flowers

871821528.917.3

MINI NEW
MAr-Bouquet

871821528.466.6

MINI NEW
MAr-Almond Blossom

871821528.465.9

Miniwallet MAr-Pearl earring

91
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r LeatherMauritshuis, The Hague

A MASTERPIECE
Inspired by Dutch Masterpieces from 
the Rijksmuseum in Amsterdam and the 
Mauritshuis in The Hague. The highest 
grade printed leather ensures that 
even the smallest details of the paint-
ings come to life.

LEATHER CHARACTERISTICS
— European leather
—  Digital printed leather
—  Material sourced in Italy and Denmark
—  Finished in the Netherlands
—  Assembled in sheltered workshops

Collection

ART
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MINI SLIM TWIN
MMi-Black SMi-Black TMi-Black

871821528.998.2 871821528.999.9 871821528.400.0

Tapping sap from the rubber tree 'Ficus elastica Robusta'

9392

Leather alternative

↑ MIRUM®  is made from: 47% natural tree rubber, 
26% natural fibres and fillers, 27% plant oils and 
waxes, backed with natural cotton

Environmental responsible

Secrid is working towards an evolution, 
one in which material innovation plays 
an important role. 

With the introduction of MIRUM®, a 
plant- and mineral-based material, we 
provide a stage for innovating leather 
alternatives and the use of materials that 
have a positive impact on our planet. 
This material will attract new consumers 
who desire a traditional look with the 
assurance that their wallet has less 
impact on the environment. MIRUM® is a 
high-performance solution for designers 
and consumers looking to shrink their 
footprint and expand their creative 
palettes. At the end of its life, MIRUM® can 
be recycled into new MIRUM® or ground 
up and returned to the earth. At last, a 
climate-friendly, plant-based alternative to 
leather.

PLANT-BASED
MATERIAL

LEATHER ALTERNATIVE
MIRUM® is a high-performance solution 
for designers and consumers looking to 
shrink their footprint and expand their 
creative palettes. At the end of its life, 
MIRUM® can be recycled into new MIRUM® 
or ground up and returned to the earth. 
At last, a climate-friendly, plant-based 
alternative to leather.

“
This material will attract 
consumers who appreciate a 
traditional look, but prefer an 
alternative to leather.

MATERIAL CHARACTERISTICS
— Patented material 
— Leather alternative sourced from the USA 
—  Quality reassured by UL Solutions,  

a safety organisation that sets industry-wide 
standards for new products 

— Cut and stitched in the Netherlands
— Assembled in sheltered workshops

Collection
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MIRUM®
vegetable oils

natural rubber 

mineral powder

bio-based charcoal
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MINI
MYp-Pistachio

871821528.933.3

MINI
MYp-Sky Blue

871821528.932.6

MINI
MYp-Ochre

871821528.931.9

MINI
MYp-Fuchsia

871821528.934.0

SLIM NEW
SYp-Black

871821528.794.0

MINI NEW
MYp-Black

871821528.793.3

9594

Leather alternativeLe
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SWATCH
Zoom on material 

Collection

COLOUR
Fuchsia

MATERIAL CHARACTERISTICS
—  Microfibre
— Lively colours
— Soft reliëf touch
— Material finished  in Germany
—  Cut and stitched in the Netherlands
— Assembled in sheltered workshops

TECHNICAL NON-LEATHER
Our Yard wallets have a brightly coloured 
non-leather exterior with a micro texture. A 
unique material finished in Germany meeting 
the highest environmental standards and 
assembled in Holland.

SOFT
RELIËF
TOUCHBRIGHTLY

COLOURED 
MICROFIBRE
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BANDW
ALLET TPU

BAND BAND
BTP-Black BTP-Black-Cobalt

871821528.912.8 871821528.913.5

BAND NEW BAND
BTP-Black-Ochre BTP-Black-White

871821528.460.4 871821528.914.2
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Leather alternative

INNOVATIVE TECHNIQUES
High-frequency welded TPU (Thermoplastic 
Polyurethane) cover that continues to retain 
its form, feel and colour. Scratch-resistant 
and water-repellent. A strong material, yet 
flexible and soft to the touch. Compactly 
closed with a specially engineered elastic. 
A combination of durable materials and 
innovative techniques, coming together in 
a Bandwallet.

Collection

MATERIAL CHARACTERISTICS
—  Inspired by workwear
—  Water & abrasion resistant
—  PVC & solvent free
—  TECHNOTPU sourced in Italy
—  Cut and welded in the Netherlands
—  Assembled in sheltered workshops

BAND 
WALLET 
TPU
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BAND NEW BAND NEW
BLi-Black-Olive BLi-Green-Orange

871821528.462.8 871821528.461.1
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ALTERNATIVE TO LEATHER 
With the LIBA® Bandwallet you choose for a smart 
and strong alternative to leather and lasting 
durability for your wallet. Compactly closed with a 
specially engineered elastic in contrasting colour. 
The cover, designed together with Studio Joris de 
Groot, is flexible, light and infinite in lasting dura-
bility. LIBA® Smart is produced in the Netherlands 
in environmentally friendly manner, contains 10 to 
15% recycled raw materials, and is 100% recyclable.

MATERIAL CHARACTERISTICS
— Water and abrasion resistant
— High-frequency welded
— 100% recyclable 
— LIBA® sourced in Sweden
— Cut and welded in the Netherlands
— Assembled in sheltered workshops

Collection

BAND
WALLET 
LIBA®
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Leather alternative
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BAND BAND BAND
BTP-Sheltersuit
Black-Fuchsia

BTP-Sheltersuit
Black-Orange

BTP-Sheltersuit
Black-Red

871821528.433.8 871821528.446.8 871821528.447.5

PEOPLE
HELPING
PEOPLE

SECRID x SHELTERSUIT
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↑ Sheltersuit, New York, 2020

Socially responsible

We look at the world holistically and 
believe that everything and everyone is 
connected. Every choice has an impact 
on the bigger picture. That’s why Secrid 
handles change with care. We change 
and evolve, we inspire others to act, and 
we like to contribute to positive change 
in the world. 

In addition to Secrid’s way-of-working and 
mission, we support socially relevant pro-
jects that are in line with our mission. In 
order to create a ripple effect with our prof-
its in the bigger picture. With the Secrid 
Impact Fund, we donate 1% of our revenue 
to causes that contribute to a better world. 
In recent years, Secrid has supported The 
Ocean Cleanup, the Verkaart Foundation 
Kenya, FairClimateFund, and since 2020 
Sheltersuit, among others.

WE GIVE BACK

INNOVATIVE TECHNIQUES
A high-frequency welded TPU (Thermoplastic 
Polyurethane) cover that continues to retain 
its form, feel and colour. Scratch-resistant and 
water-repellent. The cover, designed together 
with Studio Joris de Groot, is made of a strong 
material, yet flexible and soft to the touch. 
Compactly closed with a specially engineered 
elastic. A combination of durable materials and 
innovative techniques, coming together in  
a Bandwallet.

MATERIAL CHARACTERISTICS
—  Made from upcycled Cardprotectors
—  Water and abrasion resistant
—  PVC & solvent free
—  TECHNOTPU sourced in Italy
—  Cut and welded in the Netherlands
—  Assembled in sheltered workshop

Collection — Limited edition

SECRID x 
SHELTERSUIT

SECRID 
DONATES 
€10/$10 
PER WALLET

We give backWe
 g

ive
 b

ac
k
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Cardprotector CLa-Act Today Orange & CLa-Act Today Dark Purple

We use our 
business 
as a force  
for good.

Made in Holland
Our products are entirely 
produced in Holland (EU), 
with some materials from 
Belgium, Germany and Italy.

Sheltered workshops 
Since our start we have 
maintained a strong 
cooperation with sheltered 
workshops for most of our 
assembly work.

CO2 compensated 
We compensate all our CO2 
emissions since 2009, in 
close cooperation with Eco-
chain and FairClimateFund.

EU leather
Our European cow leathers 
are chosen and produced 
with utmost care for labour 
standards and environment.

B Corp
B Corp means Benefit
Corporations. We are proud
of the fact that Secrid is
now a B Corp. This is not the
end of the road for us, but
a milestone on the road we
have been travelling since
we started.

5 Patents
Over the course of 15 years,
we made 50 revisions, and
obtained five patents,
for our award-winning
Cardprotector.
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+6500

161 89 1

Benefit Corporations

including social work organizations, we have devel-
oped our own production processes, allowing us to 
compete with Chinese factories in a clean and re-
sponsible way. Having ourselves certified as a B Corp 
was a logical next step.

B what! B Corp means Benefit Corporations and is a 
worldwide movement of companies that belong to 
the best performing in the field of social and envi-
ronmental responsibility. We are proud of the fact 
that Secrid is now a B Corp. This is not the end of 
the road for us, but a milestone on the road we have 
been travelling since we started.

B Corporations are companies that use business 
as a force for good. While too many companies 
strive only to make as much profit as possible at 
all costs, B Corporations primarily look at the 
consequences for people, nature and the planet.

We believe a brand is only truly successful when 
that success is shared with others. For us, success 
is not expressed in profit, but in the successful 
spread of our mission: the insight that change 
starts in your own pocket. With a small object 
we strive for impact on a large scale. By showing 
others that they have the power to change the 
world. A wave is the result of many ripples.

In our view, the right balance between people, 
animals and the environment is essential. For 
this reason, for example, we set up our produc-
tion chain in the Netherlands in 2009, totally 
against the trend. Together with our suppliers, 

A NEW STEP TO 
ZERO WASTE
Powder coating is the new step forward in our 
pursuit of zero waste production. Profiles that we 
once rejected because of spots or streaks are given 
a new look with powder coating.

The B Corp network powers the movement 
around the world

This is a snapshot, a successful benchmark for our 
company. We know where we stand now and we are 
mapping out our path to a sustainable and social 
future in which we achieve an even better balance 
between people and planet.

Companies Employees

Industries Countries Unifying goal

SECRID 
IS B CORP

“ 
We believe a brand is only 
truly successful when that 
success is shared with others.

“ 
Show people they have the 
power to change the world. 
A wave is the result of many 
ripples.

+550.000

CO2 
COMPENSATED
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MADE IN 
HOLLAND

Made in Holland

Sustainability also means respect for 
people and society. This is why we choose 
to work with sheltered workshops. Every 
day nearly a hundred people assemble our 
products with enthusiasm and precision in 
Leiden, Delft and Haarlem. 

Together with these colleagues, we are 
constantly developing the tools and 
processes to maintain the quality of the 
product and the working conditions. 
After all the various components have 
been assembled, every wallet receives 
its unique serial number as proof of au-
thenticity.

By 2009 the leather industry had practi-
cally abandoned the Netherlands in fa-
vour of low-income countries. Secrid has 
brought this industry back to our home 
country. By developing a Revolution-
ary different product and production 
process, wallets are once again being 
produced on a large scale in the Nether-
lands. More efficiently and cleaner than 
ever, in a quantity never before seen 
in this tiny country. Close cooperation 
with our 50 suppliers is therefore very 
important: from the sewing workshop 
in Vlaardingen to the sheltered work-
shop in Leiden. Producing in favourable 
conditions and with due care for the en-
vironment, Secrid has already created 
more than 400 jobs in the Netherlands.

Socially responsible

NEL
↘ Assembling the 
Cardprotectors. 
Leiden, The Netherlands

RIA
↑  Stitching the 
leather. Vlaardingen, 
The Netherlands

BRENDA
← Assembling the 
wallets. Leiden, The 
Netherlands

EDWIN
→ Adding the button to 
the leather. Vlaardingen, 
The Netherlands

HASSAN
→ Quality control of 
the Cardprotectors. 
Leiden, The 
NetherlandsSHELTERED

WORKSHOP
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RFID safe to 
store

RFID safe 
to use

RFID 
unsafe

RFID

The latest generation of bank, travel 
and ID cards is equipped with RFID 
(radio-frequency identification) chips 
and antennas to enable wireless 
communication.

This is convenient but also comes 
with risks, as RFID cards can be 
scanned and skimmed from consid-
erable distances. Theft of personal 
data and money may occur without 
being noticed. When these cards are 
completely inside the Cardprotec-
tor, this wireless communication 
is blocked and the cards are fully 
protected. When the cards are slid 
out 30 mm, their wireless signal is 
weak, but sufficient for communica-
tion over a short distance. This way 
your privacy remains secured in the 
best possible way.

Card protection

Your privacy
remains  
protected

UNIQUE
SERIAL
NUMBER
Every Secrid product is given a 
unique serial number, engraved on 
the inside of the Cardprotector. This 
code represents the personal history 
of each wallet.

Once the new owner decides to reg-
ister the wallet at register.secrid.
com, the code is also connected to 
its user. Registering the product 
grants a proof of authenticity and a 
third year of warranty.

Warranty

PROTECT 
YOUR 
CARDS

ALL WALLETS
ARE RFID
PROTECTED
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1000+

CARE & 
REPAIR 
POINT

CARE & 
REPAIR 
KIT
← 01
Push the tool into 
the Cardprotector. 

↑ CARE AND REPAIR KIT Become 
a Secrid Care & Repair Point and 
easily repair a Cardprotector or 
wallet within minutes with our 
new repair tool.

← 02
Push with medium 
force until the 
ejector mechanism 
pops out. 

← 03
Pull the tool 
together with 
the two leaf 
springs from the 
Cardprotector. 

← 04
Discard the old leaf 
springs and black 
ejector system in 
the appropriate 
recycling bin.

→ Our own Care & Repair Point 
in our Secrid Brandstore  in 
Rotterdam, The Netherlands

Environment responsible

For planet and pocket

Together with our retailers, we have man-
aged to grow into a conscious and responsi-
ble consumer brand. We are excited to keep 
expanding our Care & Repair Points within 
our retail network. A great way to service our 
Secrid customers and our planet, because 
this helps us to increase our sustainability.

Retailers who choose to become a Care & Re-
pair Point receive a repair kit and training to 
perform repairs on our Cardprotectors and 
wallets. Due to the rapid growth of the num-
ber of Care & Repair Points worldwide, we are 
now able to solve 75% of product defects lo-
cally. This reduces returns, transport impact 
and CO2 emissions. Secrid strives to offer con-
sumers all over the globe a local repair point.

We now have
over 1000 Care 
and Repair 
Points.
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Black 

Blue

Brown

Dark Purple

Earth Grey

Fuchsia

Gold

Green

Lime

Navy

Orange

Red

Rose

Sand

Silver

Titanium

CARDPROTECTOR POWDER LASER CARDSLIDE

Act Today Dark Purple

Act Today Orange

Black

Charcoal

Desert

Monochrome

Black

Desert

Fuchsia

Ochre

Pistachio

Sky Blue

Central Park

Charcoal

Construction

Green

Groove

Pink

Rainbow

Tire

Zebra

MONEYBAND

ACO-Transparent (x10)

LASERPOWDERORIGINAL

COINPOCKET

NEW

NEW

NEW

Slimwallet SO-Black, 
Coinpocket ACO-Transparent

REL.

REL.

REL.

COLLECTION OVERVIEWCOLLECTION OVERVIEW
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COLLECTION OVERVIEW
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TPU BANDWALLET

Black

Black-Cobalt

Black-Ochre

Black-White

SHELTERSUIT BANDWALLET

Sheltersuit Black-Fuchsia

Sheltersuit Black-Orange

Sheltersuit Black-Red

LIBA BANDWALLET

Black-Olive

Green-Orange

MINI SLIM TWIN

Black

BANDWALLET LIBA: 
BLI-BLACK-OLIVE

MINI SLIM TWIN

Black

Fuchsia

Ochre

Pistachio

Sky Blue

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

MATERIAL CHARACTERISTICS
— Inspired by workwear
— Water & abrasion resistant
— PVC & solvent free
— TECHNOTPU sourced in Italy
—  Cut and welded in the Netherlands
— Assembled in sheltered workshops

MATERIAL CHARACTERISTICS
—  Made from upcycled Cardprotectors
— Water & abrasion resistant
—  PVC & solvent free
—  TECHNOTPU sourced in Italy
—  Cut and welded in the Netherlands
—  Assembled in sheltered workshop

MATERIAL CHARACTERISTICS
— Water & abrasion resistant
— High-frequency welded
— 100% recyclable 
— LIBA sourced in Sweden
— Cut in the Netherlands
— Assembled in sheltered workshops

NEW

MATERIAL CHARACTERISTICS
— Patented material
—  Leather alternative sourced from the USA
—  Quality reassured by UL Solutions
—  Cut and stitched in the Netherlands
— Assembled in sheltered workshops

LEATHER CHARACTERISTICS
—  Microfibre
— Lively colours
— Soft reliëf touch
— Material finished in Germany
—  Cut and stitched in the Netherlands
— Assembled in sheltered workshops

BANDWALLET MIRUM®BANDWALLET YARD

COLLECTION OVERVIEWCOLLECTION OVERVIEW

CO
LL
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TI

ON
 O

VE
RV

IE
W

COLLECTION OVERVIEW

leather 
alternative

leather 
alternative

leather 
alternative

leather 
alternative
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MINI SLIM TWIN

Black

Blue

Brown

Chocolate

Cognac-
Silver

Grey-Black

Mauve

Ochre

MINI SLIM TWIN

Black

Black-
Brown

Dark 
Brown

Green

Grey

Ice Blue

Navy

MINI SLIM TWIN

Olive-Black

Sage

Taupe

MINI SLIM TWIN

Orange

Red-Red

MINI SLIM TWIN

Black

Black 
& Blue

Black 
& Fuchsia

Black 
& Red

Bright Green

Dark Purple

Dark Purple-
Fuchsia

MM-Desert

MINI SLIM TWIN

Green & 
Lime

Green & 
Black

Night Blue

Night Blue   
& Orange

Rose

Truffle

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW NEW
-Mini, Bright Green
-Mini, Dark Purple-Fuchsia
-Twin, Night Blue  & Orange

NEW

COLLECTION OVERVIEWCOLLECTION OVERVIEW
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COLLECTION OVERVIEW

LEATHER CHARACTERISTICS
— Smooth semi-aniline finish
— European cow leather
—  Tanned in Italy and finished in the Netherlands
— Cut and stitched in the Netherlands
— Assembled in sheltered workshops

LEATHER CHARACTERISTICS
— Aniline dyed, finished with wax
— Becomes more personal with use
— European cow leather
—  Tanned in Italy and finished in the Netherlands
— Cut and stitched in the Netherlands
— Assembled in sheltered workshops

LEATHER CHARACTERISTICS
— Soft matte finish
— Easy to maintain and clean
— European cow leather
—  Tanned in Italy and finished in the Netherlands
—  Cut and stitched in the Netherlands
— Assembled in sheltered workshops

LEATHER CHARACTERISTICS
— Soft matte finish
— Easy to maintain and clean
— European cow leather
—  Tanned in Italy and finished in the Netherlands
—  Cut and stitched in the Netherlands
— Assembled in sheltered workshops

MATTE leather MATTE leather VINTAGE leatherORIGINAL leather
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MINI SLIM TWIN

Black

Cool Grey

Khaki

MINI SLIM TWIN

Bronze

Lila

Rose

MINI SLIM TWIN

Black-
Red

Black-
Titanium

MINI SLIM TWIN

Black-
Titanium 
(Mini & Slim) 
Titanium-
Blue (Twin)

Brown-
Orange

MINI SLIM TWIN

Beige

Brown

MINI SLIM TWIN

Black

Cobalt

Fuchsia

Lipstick

Ochre

Pumpkin
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COLLECTION OVERVIEW

LEATHER CHARACTERISTICS
— Carbon fibre weave pattern 
— European cow leather 
—  Material sourced in Germany and finished in  

the Netherlands
— Assembled in sheltered workshops

LEATHER CHARACTERISTICS
— Finished with metallic foil
— European calfskin
—  Tanned and finished in the Netherlands
—  Cut and stitched in the Netherlands
— Assembled in sheltered workshops

LEATHER CHARACTERISTICS
— Cubical embossing
— European cow leather
—  Material sourced in Italy
— Assembled in sheltered workshops

LEATHER CHARACTERISTICS
— Hexagon pattern
— European cow leather
—  Material sourced in Germany and finished in  

the Netherlands
— Assembled in sheltered workshops

LEATHER CHARACTERISTICS
— Flock print finish
— Softer and more expandable
— Italian cow leather
—  Cut and stitched in the Netherlands
— Assembled in sheltered workshops

LEATHER CHARACTERISTICS
—  Deeply coloured, stain-resistant
— Fine Saffiano embossing
— European cow leather
—  Tanned and finished in the Netherlands
—  Cut and stitched in the Netherlands
— Assembled in sheltered workshops

CARBON leather METALLIC leatherCUBIC leather OPTICAL leather LEO leatherCRISPLE leather
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Black
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LEATHER CHARACTERISTICS
—  Traditional brogueing meets innovation
— European cow leather
—  Tanned and finished in the Netherlands
—  Cut, perforated and stitched in the Netherlands
— Assembled in sheltered workshops

LEATHER CHARACTERISTICS
— Soft matte finish
— Contrasting stitching
— Easy to maintain and clean
— European cow leather
—  Tanned and finished in the Netherlands
—  Cut and stitched in the Netherlands
— Assembled in sheltered workshops

LEATHER CHARACTERISTICS
—   Finished with wax and oil
—   Natural glossy finish
—   European cow leather
—   Tanned in Italy, finished in the Netherlands
—   Cut and stitched in the Netherlands
— Assembled in sheltered workshops

LEATHER CHARACTERISTICS
— Vegetable-tanned
— European cow leather
— Tanned in Italy
—  Cut and stitched in the Netherlands
— Assembled in sheltered workshops

LEATHER CHARACTERISTICS
— 3D exagon embossing
— Different shades of colours through sanding
— European cow leather 
— Tanned and finished in NL
— Cut and stitched in NL
— Assembled in sheltered workshops

LEATHER CHARACTERISTICS
— Flock print finish
— Softer and more expandable
— Italian cow leather
— Cut and stitched in the Netherlands
— Assembled in sheltered workshops

PERFORATED leather STITCH (MATTE BASE) leather DUTCH MARTIN leather VEG leatherHEXAGON leather ZEBRA leather
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LEATHER CHARACTERISTICS
— European leather
— Digital printed leather
—  Material sourced in Italy & Denmark
—  Finished in the Netherlands
— Assembled in sheltered workshops

LEATHER CHARACTERISTICS
 —  Smooth high-quality vegetable-tanned  
Italian cow leather

 —  Produced in Tuscany by family-owned  
tannery La Bretagna

 — Subtle shine finish
 —  In-house designed eight coloured floral embroidery
 —  Diamond patterned bottom with stainless steel  
metal lever

LEATHER CHARACTERISTICS
 —  Soft high-quality Spanish sheep leather,  
refined in Italy

 — In-house bespoke embossing design
 —  Produced in cooperation with Vivolo; Trusted  
high-end leather partner for haute couture houses 

 —  Diamond patterned bottom with stainless steel 
metal lever

LEATHER CHARACTERISTICS
 —  Soft high-quality Spanish sheep leather,  
refined in Italy 

 — In-house bespoke embossing design
 —  Produced in cooperation with Vivolo; Trusted  
high-end leather partner for haute couture houses 

 —  Diamond patterned bottom with stainless steel 
metal lever

LEATHER CHARACTERISTICS
 — Smooth high-quality vegetable-tanned  
Italian cow leather

 — Produced in Tuscany by family-owned  
tannery La Bretagna.

 —  Subtle shine finish
 —  Diamond patterned bottom with  
stainless steel metal lever

LEATHER CHARACTERISTICS
 —   Smooth high-quality vegetable-tanned  
Italian cow leather

 — Produced in Tuscany by family-owned  
tannery La Bretagna

 —  Subtle shine finish
 —  Diamond patterned bottom with  
stainless steel metal lever

ART leather Stich Floral PremiumEmboss Lines PremiumEmboss Diamond PremiumBasco Premium Dusk Premium

PREMIUM COLLECTION OVERVIEW
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MODULAR DISPLAYS
POS overviewPO

S 
ov

er
vie

w CD-22-X
20 pieces

450 x 270 x 220 mm
17.7 x 10.6 x 8.6 in

COINPOCKET DISPLAY
1 piece

210 x 295 x 170 mm
8.2 x 11.6 x 6.6 in

MWD-12
7 pieces

310 x 210 x 420 mm
12.2 x 8.2 x 16.5 in

MFD-22
10-12 pieces

300 x 420 x 50 mm
11.8 x 16.5 x 1.9 in

Displays will be delivered with the 
visuals as displayed on the photos. 
For alternatives please contact 
your contact at Secrid.

MWD-12
7 pieces

310 x 210 x 420 mm

12.2 x 8.2 x 16.5 in
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CD-12-V
10 pieces

450 x 270 x 220 mm
17.7 x 10.6 x 8.6 in

CD-24-DV
25 pieces

450 x 510 x 220 mm
17.7 x 20 x 8.6 in

CD-22-D
15 pieces

450 x 270 x 220 mm
17.7 x 10.6 x 8.6 in

CD-23-D
25 pieces

450 x 380 x 220 mm
17.7 x 14.9 x 8.6 in

CD-22-D
15 pieces

450 x 270 x 220 mm
17.7 x 10.6 x 8.6 in

POS overviewPO
S 
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COUNTER DISPLAYS
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CD-22-C
16 pieces

450 x 270 x 220 mm

17.7 x 10.6 x 8.6 in

CD-22-D
15 pieces

450 x 270 x 220 mm

17.7 x 10.6 x 8.6 in

DEMOCARDS
set 2x6 cards

 
 

CD-24-DV
25 pieces

450 x 510 x 220 mm

17.7 x 20 x 8.6 in

CD-23-D
25 pieces

450 x 380 x 220 mm

17.7 x 14.9 x 8.6 in

CD-22-X
20 pieces

450 x 270 x 220 mm

17.7 x 10.6 x 8.6 in

PAPER BAGS 
set of 50

180 x 210 x 90 mm

7 x 8.2 x 3.5 in

BROCHURE TRAY
for brochures

110 x 80 x 30 mm

4.3 x 3.1 x 1.2 in

SECRID GIFT BAG
set of 25

170 x 90 x 40 mm

6.6 x 3.5 x 1.5 in

GIFT BAG STICKER
set of 32

36 x 36 mm

1.4 x 1.4 in

CATALOGUE
2024

180 x 240 x 5 mm

7.1 x 9.4 x 0.19 in

BROCHURES
25 pieces

75 x 105 x 1 mm

2.9 x 4.1 x 0.03 in

MFD-22
10-12 pieces

300 x 420 x 50 mm

11.8 x 16.5 x 1.9 in

CD-12-V
10 pieces

450 x 270 x 220 mm

17.7 x 10.6 x 8.6 in

MWD-12
7 pieces

310 x 210 x 420 mm

12.2 x 8.2 x 16.5 in
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COINPOCKET DISPLAY
1 piece

210 x 295 x 170 mm

8.2 x 11.6 x 6.6 in



www.secrid.com — sales@secrid.com

Saturnusstraat 81, 2516 AG  The Hague, The Netherlands

Facebook
SECRID

Instagram
SECRID

LinkedIn
SECRID

MIX Paper from responsible 
sources FSC C117927

8 718719 088340
EN


